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“I believe sustainable 

winegrowing makes best 

use of on-site vineyard 

resources, optimizes the 

efficiency of applied 

resources, and minimizes 

the off-site effects of 

vineyard operations.”
 

STAN GRANT 
Progressive Viticulture



The LODI RULES practices-
based, peer-reviewed 
international standard provides 
a comprehensive sustainable 
winegrowing certification 
program addressing the 
complete scope of farming 
management practices 
focused on environmental and 
social responsibility. Created 
collaboratively by scientists, 
viticulturists, and California 
farmers, LODI RULES covers 
the areas of business, human 
resources, ecosystem, soil, water, 
and pest management. LODI 
RULES is accredited, certified, 
and audited by an independent 
third party, Protected Harvest. 
Vineyards are certified on an 
annual basis, and wineries may 
use one of the three available 
LODI RULES seals on a label if at 
least 85% of the grapes are from 
LODI RULES certified vineyards.
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OUR STORY
In the Lodi, California, AVA — where 
nearly 20 percent of California 
winegrapes are grown — a visionary 
group of farmers taxes itself to fund the 
Lodi Winegrape Commission, whose 
purpose is to maintain excellence in 
wine, the business of winemaking, and 
stewardship of the land. In 1992, the 
Commission launched a grassroots 
farmer education program that aims 
to reduce the amount of pesticides 
used. The farmers sought to more fully 
understand all facets of the vineyard 
ecosystem and learned to develop 
— and practice — integrated pest 
management techniques. 

Their inspiration is, in part, personal: 
Many Lodi farmers are fourth- or fifth-
generation winegrowers, and these 
families wanted to ensure that farming 
could carry on for future generations. 

In 2005, this grassroots educational 
program turned into the formal 
LODI RULES sustainable certification 
standard, after over a decade 
of research and insights from 
farmers, viticulturists, and leading 
environmentalists. The program is 
continually reviewed and updated to 
reflect new scientific knowledge. Our 
motto is: 

May we farm in a way that meets the 
needs of today without compromising 
the ability of future generations to 
create their own livelihoods.

Today’s LODI RULES growers and 
vintners make up an innovative 
community with a history and 
commitment to farming high-quality 
winegrapes with practices that 
balance environmental, social, and 
economic goals. 

“
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LODI RULES CERTIFICATION
LODI RULES has two key components: our practices, or “Standards”; and our pesticide 
risk model.

Practices: The Backbone 
LODI RULES promotes more than 100 sustainability practices that it seeks to have winegrape 
growers adopt. The LODI RULES Standard represents the most thoroughly and rigorously 
vetted set of sustainability practices in California’s viticulture history. All practices are 
peer reviewed by world renowned scientists, members of the academic community, and 
environmental organizations. The LODI RULES farming practices are the backbone of the 
program and fall into six categories: 

BUSINESS  
MANAGEMENT

WATER 
MANAGEMENT

HUMAN RESOURCES 
MANAGEMENT

PEST
MANAGEMENT

SOIL 
MANAGEMENT

ECOSYSTEM  
MANAGEMENT
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
• Sustainable vision plan
• Succession plan
• Management meetings
• Risk management plan
• Operating budget
• Training and development
• Neighbor relations
• Energy tracking
• Efficiency of operations
• Recycling
• Viticulture research
• Knowledge sharing

Example:

1.8 Neighbor Relations
The farming operation has a process to build and 
maintain good neighbor relations (distributing wine or 
gifts, exchanging information, notification of vineyard 
activities, etc.).

YES = 2

NO = 0

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
• Human resources plan
• Employee handbook and orientation
• Written job descriptions
• Employee evaluations
• Safety and other trainings
• Teambuilding and bonuses
• Benefits

Example:

2.12 Employee Benefits Package
The farming operation offers a benefits package 
to full time employees in excess of government 
requirements, which includes two or more of the 
following: retirement plan, profit sharing, paid time 
off, one or more electronic devices (cellular phone, 
portable computer, etc.), company vehicle, employee 
housing, and/or a company expense account.

YES = 3

NO = 0

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
• Watershed stewardship
• Environmental survey
• Ecosystem management plan
• Cover crops
• Woodlands, trees, vegetation
• Wetlands
• Riparian habitat
• Birds and bats

Example:

3.3 Ecosystem Management Plan
The farming operation has a written and implemented 
ecosystem management plan based on the findings 
of the environmental survey (Standard 3.2), which 
includes consideration of vegetation, wildlife, soil, 
surface waters, adjacent infrastructure (roads, 
etc.), adjacent neighboring properties, and other 
environmental features. The plan is organized into 
the following components: ecosystem management 
goals, challenges, and strategies, as well as a plan 
review and update schedule.

YES = 6

NO = Fail Chapter

Each practice meets three criteria: first, it is measurable and therefore auditable; second, it addresses 
at least one of the three aspects of sustainability; and third, it is economically feasible to implement. 
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SOIL MANAGEMENT
• Nutrient management plan
• Soil erosion and conservation
• Mapping and analysis
• Tillage
• Organic matter
• Water penetration
• Petiole or blade analysis
• Nitrogen

Example:

4.2 Soil Erosion: Soil Conservation Plan
The farming operation is aware of the erosion risks of 
the vineyard soils and has a written and implemented 
soil conservation plan which addresses these risks 
and includes the following components: site and soil 
factors contributing to soil erosion by water and air, 
best management practices to minimize soil erosion, 
and a plan review and update schedule.

YES = 6

NO = 0

WATER MANAGEMENT
• Water management plan
• Irrigation and pump efficiency
• Water quality
• Back flow prevention
• Soil moisture content 
• Water budget for vines

Example:

5.11 Soil Water-Holding Capacity
Soil moisture content is known (from a neutron probe, 
capacitance sensor, or by feel using a probe or auger 
to collect the soil sample) or soil moisture tension full 
point (i.e. field capacity) is known (from a resistance 
block or tensiometer).

YES = 2

NO = 0

PEST MANAGEMENT
• Insects and mites
• Powdery mildew, rot, canker disease
• Soilborne pests
• Weeds
• Vertebrates
• Dust abatement
• Employee training
• Sprayer calibration and maintenance
• Drift management

Example:

6.23 Predatory Birds
Owl boxes, kestrel boxes, 
and/or raptor perches are 
provided and maintained. 

YES = 2

NO = 0

To become certified, farmers must prove that they earned at least 50% of the available points within 
each category and 70% of the total points overall. This flexibility was carefully constructed to allow for 
differences in vineyard management, vintage fluctuations, and natural challenges while preserving 
the rigor of the program. LODI RULES and Protected Harvest continually review and update these 
practices to improve the standard over time.
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Pesticide Risk Model 
The second key component of LODI RULES is a unique pesticide risk model, which is used to quantify 
the environmental and human impact of all pesticides applied in a vineyard. This model accounts for 
the environmental and human risks of pesticide use, including:

• Acute risk to farm workers

• Dietary risk to consumers

• Acute risk to small aquatic invertebrates

• Acute risk to birds

• Acute risk to bees and beneficial insects

The Lodi region has documented a great decline in the use of high-risk pesticides since 1992, credited 
to the adoption by farmers of sustainability practices. (see pg. 9)
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Accreditation Explained
The Lodi Winegrape Commission, comprising 750 farmers in the Lodi AVA in California, was 
determined to create a sustainable winegrowing certification standard that considered 
every aspect of the farming ecosystem, was based in science and economically feasible to 
implement, and would have results that were meaningful to the environment. The farmers 
searched for a third-party organization to accredit the standard by verifying its quality 
and scientific merit. Ultimately, an organization composed of environmentalists and world-
renowned scientists known as Protected Harvest accredited the LODI RULES standard after 
a thorough review. With this formal recognition of excellence, Lodi farmers were confident 
that the certification program represented a scientifically sound method to promote the 
adoption of sustainable farming practices.
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How is certified sustainable farming different from 
organic and biodynamic?
Organic and biodynamic farmers follow a set of practices 
related to the environment. Certified sustainable farming 
includes practices related to the environment, the 
people, and the business.

LODI RULES is third-party accredited, certified, 
and audited. What does that mean and why does 
that matter?
Internal integrity: The founders of LODI RULES hold the 
program to a high standard of scientific rigor and 
excellence in both ethics and sustainability. A LODI RULES 
Committee discusses and considers every word in a new 
criteria for months. The farmers of Lodi do not want to be 
accused of green washing — that is, placing a green or 
eco-friendly label on something without the designation’s 
being valid. 

Neutral certification: Standards are submitted for review 
to Protected Harvest, a third-party accreditor and certifier 
whose board is made up of leading environmentalists 
and some of the most intelligent pesticide risk scientists in 
the world. Besides reviewing the LODI RULES program on 
a continual basis, Protected Harvest also manages the 
certification paperwork so that the farmers are not in any 
way certifying themselves.

Third-party audit: To avoid conflicts of interest, Protected 
Harvest also manages the annual on- and off-site audits 
of vineyards.  Following an inspection, the auditor will 
recommend to the Protect Harvest Board whether or 
not a vineyard meets the criteria for certification. LODI 
RULES growers believe it is unethical for farmers to pay 
the auditor directly. The auditors thus feel no obligation 
to pass a grower who is not meeting the high rigor of 
verification set forth in the program.

What is the cost of certification?
The farmers pay a nonprofit certification organization, 
Protected Harvest, to certify their vineyards. A farmer 
pays an annual base fee of $1,785 the first year and 
then a per acre fee of $2 to $6, depending on their 
location. The annual base fee decreases to $1,205 after 
the first year. After the first one, on-site audits cost $300.

On the other side of the balance sheet, many farmers 
receive an economic incentive from their winery buyer 
to participate in sustainability certification. Wineries like 
Bogle and Michael David play a huge role in promoting 
sustainable winegrowing. Since 2010, wineries have paid 
over $10 million to farmers as grape bonuses for LODI 
RULES certified grapes. Many growers have noted that the 
certification helps them negotiate more favorable contracts 
with winegrape buyers.

How can sustainability improve the quality of wine?
One reason the LODI RULES founders created the program 
was to help raise the quality of winegrapes. Wine quality 
is subjective, but several farming practices in the LODI 
RULES program match traditional quality enhancement 
practices that are considered to contribute to better-tasting 
winegrapes. Deficit irrigation, for example, stresses the vines 
into producing higher amounts of anthocyanins, which can 
improve wine quality. In our experience, certified sustainable 
farming practices under LODI RULES may:

• Help farmers reduce pests and diseases that would 
harm the development of flavor compounds.

• Help farmers efficiently manage soil and vine 
nutrients, leading to healthier grapevines and fewer 
winemaking challenges.

• Give farmers greater financial flexibility, which 
allows them to hire additional people for quality-
enhancing farming practices such as leaf removal 
and shoot-thinning.

• Help growers learn from each other — the 
LODI RULES community is made up of farmers, 
winemakers, and many others who seek to protect 
our environmental and human resources while 
producing top-notch grapes and wines.

• Create a more balanced vineyard ecosystem so 
that farmers can focus on enhancing quality, not 
troubleshooting.

• Improve the quality of labor, which is a scarce 
resource in today’s agricultural world. It takes 
great people to make great wine. Safe and happy 
employees are more willing to go above and 
beyond for their employers.

FAQs for Researchers
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Further Reading: Publications and Case Studies
Transnational Comparison of Sustainability Assessment Programs for Viticulture and a 
Case-Study on Programs’ Engagement Processes by Irina Santiago-Brown, Cassandra 
Collins, Cate Jerram, and Andrew V Metcalfe from Sustainability 2014 
bit.ly/lodi-transnational

Lodi Growers Reduce Pesticide Risk by Cliff Ohmart from Vineyard View March 2017 
bit.ly/lodi-vines-analytics

Winegrower Perceptions of Sustainability Programs in Lodi, California by Vicken Hillis, 
Mark Lubell, and Matthew Hoffman from a Center for Environmental Policy and 
Behavior Research Brief 
bit.ly/lodi-winegrower-perceptions

Practice and Adoption of Management Goals of Lodi Winegrape Growers by Vicken 
Hillis, Mark Lubell, and Matthew Hoffman from a Center for Environmental Policy and 
Behavior Research Brief 
bit.ly/lodi-practice-adoption

Sustainability in the wine industry: key questions and research trends by Christina Santini, 
Alessio Cavicchi, and Leonardo Casini from Agricultural and Food Economics  
August 2013 
bit.ly/lodi-trends

Innovative outreach increases adoption of sustainable winegrowing practices in the Lodi 
region by Cliff Ohmart from California Agriculture October 2008 
bit.ly/lodi-outreach
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Lodi Winegrape Commission

lodirules.org

2545 West Turner Road
Lodi, California 95242


